Membership Packages
CHURCHES

Membership in CAFO is not first a chance to receive, but an opportunity to grow and guide a movement together. All membership options include a place and voice in a larger community working in unison to see Christians care effectively for children in need. Membership also helps churches, families and leaders to identify partners committed to fiscal integrity, good governance, collaboration and Gospel-centered ministry.

Advanced levels of membership also include additional opportunities to both expand the member's impact while investing in the Christian orphan care movement together.

We stand together for an impact far beyond one church...

“As a Pastor, it is extremely helpful to have a co-laborer come along side me to help lead our church into a deeper understanding of the Gospel and the reality of our calling to serve the orphan. This initiative is a gift to the church and I commend it to anyone who desires to understand the application of the Gospel in the context of orphan care more fully.”

RYAN ROSS, THE PARKS CHURCH (TEXAS)
CHAMPION CHURCH

“Working with CAFO has been a great experience for our church! They provide much needed resources and information for working with these special children whom God cares so much for.”

HEATH HOLLANDSWORTH, GRAYSTONE CHURCH (GEORGIA)
MOVEMENT CHURCH

“At the core of the heart of CAFO is a commitment to see the local Church be on the frontlines of defending the cause of the vulnerable and oppressed. The beauty of the Church rests in the diversity God has given it – each one bringing its unique resources and passions around the table for the common good. We truly are better and more impactful together than we ever could be on our own.”

JASON JOHNSON, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CHURCH MINISTRY INITIATIVE
CAFO
Level 1

MOVEMENT CHURCH

Church Membership unites churches in joint initiatives and opportunities that bring greater impact than any one church could achieve alone.

MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES

• Church profile listed on the National Church Alliance Network map

• Significantly discounted CAFO Summit Registration

• CAFO Summit workshop proposal opportunities

• Member only access to the CAFO Resource Library

• Access to ministry coaching and consulting

MEMBERSHIP DUES

No annual membership dues required.
Level 2

MOVEMENT SUPPORTER CHURCH

CAFO Movement “Supporter” Churches make *special financial and leadership investments in growing and guiding the orphan care movement*. These members view this investment as an extension of their mission — playing a significant role in the movement by expanding the resources available to churches around the country.

MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES

*All Movement Church benefits, plus the following:*

- Significantly discounted CAFO Summit registration AND “Buy 1 Get 1 Free”
- Invitation for one member of leadership to participate in an Issue-Focused Working Group*
- Exclusive invitation to investment level members only Summit networking event
- Discounted Pre-Summit Intensive registration

MEMBERSHIP DUES

Annual donation of any amount.

*ISSUE-FOCUSED WORKING GROUP*

A member of the church’s leadership team is requested to serve on one of three working groups (adoption, foster or global orphan care). Each group will address one critical issue together annually — framing the challenge and identifying best-in-class practices and resources for effective response and ministry application.
Level 3
MOVEMENT CHAMPION CHURCH

CAFO Movement “Champion” Churches extend themselves to make the growth and maturity of the orphan care movement a special priority. These members are major catalysts in the movement by expanding the resources and opportunities available to churches around the country.

MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES

All Movement and Supporter Church benefits, plus the following:

- Significantly discounted CAFO Summit registration AND 3 FREE registrations
- Invitation for one member of leadership team to participate in an Issue-Focused Working Group* and one-day Vital Issue Forum (online conference call) - Silver & Gold Levels
- One full set of CAFO Summit audio recordings
- Invitation for one leadership team member to serve on the National Church Ministry Initiative Advisory Team** - Gold Level Only

MEMBERSHIP DUES

**NCMI ADVISORY TEAM (Gold Level)

The senior ministry team leader (or pastoral staff member) is requested to serve on the NCMI Advisory Team, designed to confer on the current state and direction of the movement. This commitment will include one in-person meeting of the full team at Summit (Spring) and one leader-to-leader phone call by each member (Fall) with Jason Johnson, Director of CAFO’s Church Ministry Initiative.